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Mysteries Of Vedic Face Reading
Synopsis

Mysteries of Vedic Face Reading contains the most powerful knowledge of vedic literature and is a stepping stone towards spiritual realization. It is a unique book which will enlighten readers to thoroughly assess the nature, character, personality, destiny, conscience and consciousness of a person. It will also help to establish corrective measures when dealing with people of different levels of consciousness.
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Customer Reviews

Gets REALLY WEIRD at the end. Message gets very, very close-minded, opinionated and weird at the end. I became sorry that I bought and read the book when I realized the true nature of the "author." The "author" is actually just a fundamentalist from another religion other than Jesusfreakdom.

The book essentially describes that every feature of the face can be attributed to a particular type of human behaviour or quality. I'm a little sceptical about the whole thing but it is very interesting read nonetheless.

I've read many things regarding face reading and body moles/etc but this book offered me new things. Often you find repetitive texts in those books, almost copied from previous face reading books, but this one offers a new perspective I had never read. It's a bit more detailed than your average face reading book, compiles many different information other authors may divide and sell
individually..I would recommend it to everyone and anyone because for 4$ this is worth it.

An amazing book. I think I can tell what people are thinking by reading their faces, based on the instructions in the book!

I tried analysing myself and my family members ... but all his predictions turned out to be total crap ...on further investigation i realised that this book is not at all based on ancient indian vedic scriptures ... it is just creative imagination of the author and riding on vedas to sell the book ...the gud reviews are written by the author himself ...save your money ..
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